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All the world is here.   It is there.   It is everywhere.   All the world is right where you are.   Now.  

Following a circle of family and friends through the course of a day from morning till night, this book

affirms the importance of all things great and small in our world, from the tiniest shell on the beach,

to warm family connections, to the widest sunset sky
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I've been reading ALL THE WORLD aloud, over and over, and over, while gazing at the illustrations,

and getting more and more excited about its interplay of melodic text and stunning illustrations in

which people young and old, are working and playing in harmony with the Earth and each other.

Throughout the book they are connected to the birds, the bees, the rocks, the flowers, the sky, and

the sea..."Rock, stone, pebble, sandBody, shoulder, arm, handA moat to dig, a shell to keepAll the

world is wide and deep."There are nine easy-to-recite-aloud stanzas to the poem that comprises the

text of ALL THE WORLD. The poetry and images lead us through an idyllic day of surf and

sandcastles; community-based agriculture; tree-climbing and bike-riding; and an incoming,

late-afternoon downpour that sends everyone scuttling to the shelter of a cafe nestled among big

trees. A post-storm quiet dusk becomes the prelude to a joyful evening when all the book's



multigenerational characters gather for an impromptu acoustic jam. Everyone -- young and old -- is

connected; everyone is part of the whole. Then, the hugs and pajamas.Immersing us in a palette of

blues, greens, tans, and browns that make my heart sing, illustrator Marla Frazee moves us

effortlessly back and forth from the close-up intimacy of the characters connecting with one another,

to expansive, double-page spreads that reveal the characters as being like little pebbles amidst the

breathtaking beauty of our big and beautiful planet.Which brings us back to the cover which show a

big brother and little sister with their backs to us, gazing out to endless sea and sky from their

vantage point upon a flower-covered seaside rise.
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